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Foreign tourists are becoming increasingly interested in seeing Iran’s
spectacular nature, history and architecture. This growth reminds us
of the need to increase our capacity to develop tour guides’ language
skills, the head of Iran Federation of Tourist Guide Associations (IFTGA), Mohsen Hajisaeed, said in an interview with Iran Daily.The IFTGA, Iran’s Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Organization
and other educational institutions should exert considerable effort to
make Iran tour guides professionals, adept in at least two languages.
At present a number of Iranian tour guides are attending classes held
by different embassies in Tehran to develop their language skills in
German and Italian languages, Hajisaeed said.
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Iran, Iraq Likely to Relax Visa Rules to Boost
Investment, Tourism
I

ran and Iraq are working out an
agreement to ease some visa
rules in an effort to boost investment and tourism, IRNA reported.Iran’s
Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif said on Sunday that good news
about easing visa requirements between the two neighbors is probable to
be heard during President Hassan Rouhani’s visit to Baghdad.Zarif made the
remarks in Baghdad addressing a news
conference.“In today’s negotiations between delegations of the two countries,

good agreements were made, including
visa issuance,” the foreign minister said,
expressing hope that simultaneous with
President Rouhani’s presence in Baghdad on Monday, the two nations will hear
good news in this regard.The Iranian
delegation have proposed visa requirements between the two countries to be
revoked or free of charge or become
reduced at least, the FM added.Negotiations in this regard are still underway, Zarif concluded.Rouhani arrived in Baghdad on Monday for a three-day visit.
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Oreo Pudding Cookie
This is a quick but delicious cookie recipe.
You probably have most of the ingredients
at home. All you would need is just a pack
of Oreo cookies ‘n creme instant pudding.
Ingredients:
■ 1 Package (4.2 oz / 119g) Instant Oreo
cookies ‘n creme pudding
■ 1/2 Cup All-Purpose Flour
■ 1 Egg
■ 1/2 Cup Unsalted Butter
■ 1/3 Cup Sugar
■ 1/4 Cup Brown Sugar
■ 1/2 Tsp Baking Powder
■ 1/4 Tsp Baking Soda Salt
■ 2 Tsp Vanilla Extract 50g White Chocolate

Kish Sets Sights on more Travelers, Intl. Events
A

s an established leisure destination, Iran’s Kish Island, plans to attract
more travelers by playing host to further regional and international events.
CEO of Kish Free Zone Organization (KFZO) on Sunday said that the Persian Gulf island of is prepared to host major events both in regional and international scales.“Having proper environment, coastlines, transport and recreational
infrastructures, tourism attractions and suitable sports amenities, Kish Island enjoys high capacity for hosting regional and international events,” Gholamhossein
Mozaffari told IRNA.The coral island hosted six international events including five
sports-related exhibitions and a scientific-research conference over the past few
days, he stated.Those events had been organized within just 10 days, he said,
adding “It can demonstrate high capacity and good infrastructures of the island
for turning it into a hub for international events, exhibitions and conferences.”
The KFZO is in charge of handling the infrastructure affairs, development and
economic growth, creating job opportunities, attracting local and foreign investors, regulating the good and labor market and ultimately utilizing the Island’s
tourist potentials.Over the past couple of decades, Kish has become a beach
resort where visitors can swim, shop and sample a laid-back and relatively liberated local lifestyle. It is home to free-trade-zone status, with ever growing hotels,
shopping centers, apartment blocks and retail complexes.

Directions:
1- Combine butter, sugar, brown sugar and
vanilla extract in a large bowl. 2- Whisk in
an egg. 3- In a separate container combine flour, baking powder, baking soda, a
pinch of salt, and the instant oreo pudding.
4- Gradually stir in the flour mixture to the
butter mixture. 5- Cover the bowl and keep
in refrigerator for 2 hours. 6- Scoop the
batter onto a cookie pan. (Cover the pan
with parchment paper). 7- Flatten the top.
8- Preheat oven to 350º F (177º C), bake
the cookies for 8 to 10 minutes. 9- Melt the
white chocolate and pour over the cookies.

Poets’ Mausoleum, a Prime Cultural Destination
P

oets’ Mausoleum or Maqbaratoshoara is a prime cultural destination for travelers to Tabriz. It
attracts a great number of Iranian and
foreign visitors interested in literature
and art.Some visitors say the site is
photography heaven. Scenic, angular
and interlocking concrete arches of the
mausoleum maybe best viewed through
a reflecting pool from the south.
Located in Sorkhab district, Maqbaratoshoara is where over 400 writers, poets,
mystics and linguists are buried from the
11th century onwards. It is a testimony to
the glorious cultural scene of the northwestern Iranian city.
Formerly known as Sorkhab cemetery,
its original texture was hurt by earthquakes and floods over the course of
time until it was renovated and adorned
with a memorial monument in the 1970s.
The precise date of its establishment is
not known.Its modern design was developed by Iranian architect Gholamreza
Farzanmehr
w h o

made an amalgam of modern and traditional elements of Persian architecture.
Construction operation started in 1972
and was completed in 1982.
Iranian poet, linguists, and author Abu
Mansur Ali ibn Ahmad Asadi Tusi is believed to be the first literary figure buried
at the mausoleum. Narratives say that a
tradition was established by entombing
other prominent classical poets such as
Khaqani, Anvari Abivardi, and Qatran
Tabrizi.
Poets Shamseddin Sojasi, Shapur Nishapuri, and Homam Tabrizi are other
examples of literary and cultural figures
buried there.
Mohammad-Hossein Shahriar (1906 –
September 18, 1988) is probably the
most renowned contemporary Iranian
poet being laid to rest at the site. His
mausoleum is situated in the middle of
the complex with
almost 30 meters in height.
Soaked in history and dotted
with
splendid
vibrant

historical sites, Tabriz has much to offer its visitors such as Azarbaijan Museum, Arg-e Tabriz, Elgoli Park, Shahriyar House Museum, Municipal Hall, St
Mary’s Church, Qajar Museum, Constitution House, Khaqani Park, and Sarkis
Church just to name a few.
Tabriz has long been a place of cultural
exchange since antiquity. Its UNESCO-

registered bazaar complex gives reference to the city’s glorious past when it
was a peak commercial center on the
Silk Road.
It is also famous for having hospitable
people, ubiquitous carpet shops, abundant public places and efficient transport
system.
■ Under travelers’ eyes
Here is a select of comments that
visitors to the Poet’s Mausoleum
have posted to TripAdvisor, one of
the most popular travel websites in
the world:
■ Tombs of poets
The structure of the monument
catches your eye from a far and
you wouldn’t know at once that
you are entering a sepulcher. The
places is the resting place for a
large number of Tabrizi poets, the
most famous
of whom is
S h a h r i a r.
Now, due to
renovation
process,
one may not

be able to get the photos he wishes to
outside of the building. (Reza Sattarzadeh from Muscat, Oman; Reviewed September 2018)
■ Visit the tombs
After my visit I would say the outside of
the building was more impressive then
the inside. There are only a few tombs
inside. (Leovanstraten2015 from Leeuwarden, the Netherlands; Reviewed April
2018)
■ Not interesting
The monument itself is not worth visiting,
but the climb uphill and the view over Tabriz and its surrounding areas is splendid. If you decide to climb uphill together
with a lot of locals you should do it in the
early morning before it becomes too hot.
(Rsmidt1959 from Amsterdam, the Netherlands; Reviewed December 2017)
■ Very interesting
Not somewhere we would normally visit
but we did to try and better understand
the Iran people, we are glad we went.
Unfortunately work is being done outside
which restricts the views but inside was
very interesting. (Youngone51 from New
Plymouth, New Zealand; Reviewed October 2017)

